ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE

Do I need
to make
changes?
POTENTIAL GROWTH
 Take advantage of volume rebates
 Drive down the cost to process paperwork
 Grow company without increasing staff
 Allow access to clear data
 Improve relationship with suppliers and
increase net 90

You might be thinking, “I don’t need to
make changes. My Accounts Payable
process is working fine.” However, the
common ‘Don’t fix what isn’t broken’
mindset can drastically impact your
profit, and can tarnish relationships with
your current customer base.

One of the most attention demanding tasks for
any company is Accounts Payable (AP). Inputting
data, approving invoices, and paying vendors can
be tedious and overwhelming. What appears to be
a simple task, unknowingly consumes a significant
amount of time and resources. And, if not well
orchestrated, can open the door for loss in profit.
If your company or organization relies on paper
documents at every stage of the AP process,
the likelihood of manual (human) errors rises
exponentially. Altek Business Systems provides the
tools and training needed to automate, standardize,
and simplify the AP Process. Let our experienced
team of experts help your AP department today.
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DocuWare Kinetic
Solution for Invoice
Processing

Eliminate manual touch with
automated payable processes

DocuWare Kinetic Solution for Invoice Processing completely automates your invoice
process, from data capture to approval to posting directly to your accounting or ERP system.
It combines modern process expertise with our
zero compromise cloud and mobile applications to
eliminate the waste of manual processes and refocus your team on strategic, profit-driving projects.
According to APQC 1, organizations pay up to
$12.50 to process an invoice. Delays and headaches are not surprising when you consider the
stream of paper and electronic invoices in different formats, with different accounting details, demanding far too much manual input. But this can
be solved.
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NOW YOU CAN:
• Automatically digitize and read incoming invoices
and match them to purchase orders
• Use preconfigured workflows to accelerate the
approval process
• Review and approve invoices via any mobile device
• Record approved invoices back to your accounting
or ERP system through seamless integration
• Maintain a secure, organized and searchable invoice
archive for audits and budget planning
Get up and running in just days when you shift to
DocuWare Kinetic Solution for Invoice Processing.
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Kinetic Solution for
Invoice Processing

AUTOMATING INVOICE PROCESSING
DocuWare Kinetic Solution for Invoice Processing
provides a rapid path to headache-free invoice management and long-term business value. Built on DocuWare Cloud, a recognized leader in cloud document
management and workflow automation, the flexible
solution enables you to easily add team members and
approvers, customize your approval process flows and
connect your accounting or ERP system.

The solution delivers many productivity benefits:
• Capture, sort and archive invoices from any device
or any format (scanned paper, email, mobile captures
and more) in an easily searchable file structure.
• Extract detail of all invoices, including split code
billing, and automatically match to corresponding
POs with DocuWare Intelligent Indexing.
• Remove manual touch with automatic approvals
based on vendor-related quick match or three-way
match.
• Route invoice approval requests based on amounts,
vendor name or split code billing with multi-levels.
Configurable workflows uphold approval policies
while automating information to decision makers.
• Automatically post approved invoices to your
accounting or ERP system, eliminating double entry
and greatly reducing errors.
• Automate the setup of new suppliers.
• Eliminate searching for contracts, shipping
documents and information necessary to pay the
invoice.
• Record notes directly on the invoice image with
annotation functionality.
• Maintain compliance and a complete audit trail with
versioning, encryption and automatic folder filing.
• Integrate with SAP Business One, SAGE, Microsoft
Dynamics, QuickBooks and other systems to archive
and find documents directly from the ERP.
• Process invoices promptly, take advantage of early
pay discounts, keep track of due dates and status
changes, and gain deeper control over your cash
flow management.
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DOCUWARE IS BEST - IN - CLASS

• True multi-tenant SaaS solution built on Microsoft
Azure for high reliability, scalability and security
• Built for converting manual, paper-centric processes
into fast digital workflows
• Known for ease of use and straight forward
implementation
• Subscription model eliminates upfront investment
and provides an immediate ROI
• Extensive experience with digital transformation for
invoice processing

P

SCHEDULE A FREE DEMO:
JKING@ALTEKIMAGING.COM

“DocuWare has been a key factor in helping us to
better meet the accounting needs of our customers
the last couple years. Since implementing our accounts
payable workflow, our accounting team has decreased
the average time to process a batch of invoices from
a little over a day to less than one hour. This increase
in productivity allows us to both pay our vendors
and bill our customers more quickly. All of these new
efficiencies are helping us to grow in a healthy way.”
– Julie Priest, Controller, COMFORT SYSTEMS USA
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DocuWare Kinetic
Solution for Employee
Management

Your HR team can no longer afford the cost drain,
security risks and wasted time of scattered employee records and error-prone manual processes.

Digitize employee records,
automate HR tasks and ensure
legal compliance
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NOW YOU CAN:
• Connect all team members involved in candidate
selection within a unified, digitized process

Your needs are clear: eliminate paper and disorganized
shared drives. Get rid of long email chains and constant status inquiries. Move records into a secure environment to protect employees and your organization.

• Capture employee onboarding information once
and automatically populate other required forms

DocuWare Kinetic Solution for Employee Management digitizes, centralizes and organizes employ-

• Monitor your performance appraisal timeline
with automatic notifications

ees’ HR documents within a secure, searchable repository. Within the DocuWare solution, HR teams
can use ready-to-go digital workflows and forms
for applicant tracking, hiring, onboarding, performance reviews and time-off request management.
Simplify your life in HR and refocus on the strategic programs that help employees.

• Automate onboarding tasks and organize all
documents for new hires

• Secure employee files in an encrypted repository
and protect them with controlled access rights
• Satisfy employee privacy and regulatory
requirements
• Improve employee service and retention
Get up and running in just days when you shift
to DocuWare Kinetic Solution for Employee
Management
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Kinetic Solution for
Employee Management

FLEXIBILITY FOR YOUR HR TEAM
DocuWare Kinetic Solution for Employee Management provides a fast on-ramp to long-term value.
The solution easily adapts to your corporate records
management policies and procedures, effortlessly
scales as your organization grows, easily adapts to
your unique HR workflows, and integrates with other
systems. Employee records are compliant and accessible from anywhere and from any device.
Unlock a new level of HR productivity:
• Centralize employee files: Organize and store
all employee records in a multi-tiered folder
structure that differentiates access rights among
HR, managers and employees — ensuring auditreadiness and compliance with EEOC, HIPAA, PII,
GDPR, and other regulatory requirements.
• Streamline recruitment: Create job postings,
receive and automatically index resumés based on
pre-defined skill sets, and use workflow to route
applicants for review, schedule interviews and
gather applicant feedback. Set up automatic email
notifications to candidates.
• Eliminate redundant information capture:
Leverage web forms to capture all required
employee data upfront, one time, which can
populate other onboarding documents such as tax,
benefits, and other employee forms.
• Coordinate and automate onboarding: Create an
onboarding checklist of required tasks, including
acknowledgement of employment, confidentiality
agreements, employee handbooks and initial
training plans. Send automatic email notifications
to appropriate individuals within your organization.
• Organize performance reviews: Customize
performance appraisal templates and set dates for
automated reviews, while capturing and storing all
the information.
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DOCUWARE IS BEST - IN - CLASS

• True multi-tenant SaaS solution built on Microsoft
Azure for high reliability, scalability and security
• Built for converting manual, paper-centric processes
into fast digital workflows
• Known for ease of use and straightforward
implementation
• Subscription model eliminates upfront investment
and provides an immediate ROI
• Extensive experience with digital transformation
within human resources

P

SCHEDULE A FREE DEMO:
JKING@ALTEKIMAGING.COM

“DocuWare has significantly impacted our business
and streamlined our processes. Our onboarding
procedure is considerably easier and quicker for
both applicants and staff and the use of online web
forms results in complete, accurate information.
On a corporate level, we have access to all employee
files from each of our 26 locations, smoothing our audit
process and improving our efficiency. DocuWare has
helped us move our business into the modern age.”
– Rachel Martin, VP of Operations, LGC HOSPITALITY
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